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Life may not lead you where you
want but have faith you are exactly
where you were meant to be
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ABOUT THE SOCIETY
SHRI CHAND MEMORIAL

EDUCATIONAL SOCIETY(Regd

.)

was formed with the sole motive of
augmenting planned and efforts of
spreading education eradicating
illiteracy and uplift the educative
standard of the learners towards the
excellence by establishing schools
and colleges across the country
since its very inception The society
undertakes various schemes of
social and philanthropic activities
and renders all sorts of services to
reach the social and educational
goals The Board of members has
ever been endeavoring its
missionary works tirelessly to inspire
the children of the society
irrespective of their caste creed
race language of our mother India
It treats the service to humanity as
serivces
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MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIRMAN

Satya Public School aims at
inculcating basic social moral and
spiritual values strengthening
national identity and unity
preserving India s cultural heritage
and imparting education in
exhaustive and comprehensive
manner The institution further
plans to make education more
relevant to life by integrating
indigenous knowledge developing
life skills and responding to meet
the challenges of the world based
on the great ideals of Educationist
with devotion dedication and
determination
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Mr Ranbir Singh

Reach high for stars lie hidden
in your souls Dream deep for
every dream precedes the goal
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Each student is a unique
individual with different needs

MESSAGE FROM PRINCIPAL'S DESK
...

Patience and perseverance can overcome mountains
Our live are not determined by what happens to us
but how we react to what happens to us not what life
brings to us but the attitude we bring to life A positive
attitude causes a chain reaction of positive thoughts
events and outcome It is catalyst a spark that creates
extraordinary results
The SATYA PUBLIC SCHOOL has been successfully
Incorporated in the day to day schedule of the
students where the myriad activities ensure that
academic excellence is sufficiently complimented by
human excellence The school and the home have a
common goal a commitment towards nurturing
development and education of the child Hence a
relationship of mutual trust and confidence is
important and a positive attitude goes a long way in
building this bond of recognition and respect between
the school and the home
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My only advice to you is to enjoy your present to the
fullest by being sincere hardworking and honest
towards yourself parents teachers and society
because what we experience now is the result of the
past and what we experience in the future depends on
what we do now
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Ms Kusum

OUR MISSION

Aim of school is to create holistic
development of its students right from
their formative years. School focuses
on a curriculum that gives equal
importance to both academic as well
as co-curricular activities. The
academic curriculum is such that it
does not put strain on the minds of
the young ones but it rather aims at
interactive approach and hence there
always exists a friendly relationship
between teacher and the child.

OUR VISION

We provide our
students with a strong
foundation of moral
and academic
excellence.

Satya Public School is the outcome of
the deep aspirations and values of Sh.
Ranbir Singh the founder and the
Chairman. His vision is to contribute
meaningfully towards nation building
by creating institutes that nurture
children into compassionate and deep
thinkers. Children, who have a deep
sense of responsibility and will be
leaders in their respective fields. In
his words, "The purpose of education
must coincide with the larger life
purpose of those being educated" says
Sh. Ranbir Singh The founders have
deep faith in the Science of Living,
health, value, emotional and spiritual
education.
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Admission Guidelines
1. Preliminary information and forms for
admission to class pre-school can be obtained
from the school office.
2. A child who has attained the age of 3 years
shall be admitted in class Nursery, once
admitted, no change in date of birth will be
entertained.
3. Pupils seeking admission to higher classes
may be admitted only after they qualify a test
and are found up to the mark academically.
4. Admission is confirmed only after the
submission of transfer certificate from the
school last attended and the progress report
municipal corporation date of birth certificate
should be submitted for nursery and 1st class.

Documents required at the time
of admission (Nursery
to VIII)
Last class report card
TC (original) counter signed by competent
authority
Birth proof (MCD Birth
Certificate/Affidavit)
Aadhar Card (student & patents)
2 photograph (Child)
2 photographs (Mother & Father)

Age Criteria
The table below shows the required
minimum age of the children to be
eligible for admission in different classes
in reference to 1st April of the year in
which admission is sought for.

Our Curriculum

Class

Age (In completed years)

Nursery
K.G
I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII

3+ yrs
4+ yrs
5+ yrs
6+ yrs
7+ yrs
8+ yrs
9 + yrs
10+ yrs
11+ yrs
12+ yrs
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Summer Uniform (April to October)
Girls:
1. Yellow green check shirt (half sleeve)
2. Green skirt.
3. Black leather shoes and green colour socks
with two yellow strips with school names.
4. School belt and tie.
5. Green ribbon/hair band.

Boys:
1. Yellow green check shirt (half sleeve)
2. Green half pant (jr. wing)
3. Green full pant (sr. wing)
4. Black leather shoes and green colour
socks with two yellow strips with school
names.
5. School belt and tie.

School Uniform

Winter Uniform (November to March)
Girls:
1.White shirt (full sleeve) with school
monogram.
2. Grey skirt.
3. Green sweater and green coat with
school monogram.
4. Green sweater and green coat with
school monogram.
5. School belt and tie
Boys:
1. White shirt (full sleeve) with school
monogram.
2. Grey full pant.
3. Green sweater and green coat with
school monogram.
4. Black leather shoes and grey colour
socks with two white strips with school
names.
5. School belt and tie.

Boys:
1. White shirt (full sleeve) with school
monogram.
2. Grey full pant.
3. Green sweater and green coat with
school monogram.
4. Black leather shoes and grey colour
socks with two white strips with school
names.
5. School belt and tie.
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School Curriculum
The four broad goals of education at
Satya Public School include the
development of the inner and
interpersonal self, scholarly
development, active participation in a
wide range of opportunities and creative
expressions. To achieve these objectives,
the curriculum follows the principles of
Integrated Education. Term curriculum
covers everything that happens in school
and is not limited to the subject areas.
The general aims are common to all
areas across the curriculum:

To value everyone in the school
community.
To nurture the development of the whole
child.
To provide opportunities to enable
children to co-operate and work
harmoniously.
To provide a broad and balanced, relevant
and differentiated curriculum.
To provide a successful partnership
between home and school.
To use assessment for promoting each
child’s progress.
To cultivate good habits and promote
respect for each other.

Code of Conduct
Throughout the period of study with SPS,
the school administration expects and
requires students to abide by the school
rules and regulations.
Students are expected to uphold the
honour and dignity of the school as
well as their self-respect at all times.
Students are strictly advised to avoid
matters that lead to submission of
fines such as misconduct, uninformed
absence, non-payment of school dues
etc.
Students are required to wear their
complete school uniform with school
monogram, when they are in school
premises.
Students must properly wear their
School Identity Cards.
Students must always show respect to
the teachers, faculty members,
members of school administration
and management.
Plagiarism, violence, threatening or
abusive language towards any
student, teacher or member of
administration and management will
be dealt strictly and a penalty will be
imposed.

Mobile phones & Camera are not allowed
and are strictly forbidden within the
school premises.
No expensive jewellery, watches,
electronic devices and illegal substances
are allowed to be brought to school.
No student will leave school premises
during school hours without the
permission of Principal.
Monthly & Weekly Progress Report, Term
Report Card and Evaluation forms which
are sent to be signed by the Parents, will
be sent back and submit it to the class
teacher, the very next working day of the
school.
For loss of report card, a fine of Rs 100/will have to be paid.
All notebooks and diaries used by the
students must be with school monogram.
They are to be kept neat and labelled
correctly.
Any conduct that constitutes misconduct
against the 'Student Code of conduct' will
be regarded as a breach of the 'Student
Code of Conduct' and will be subject to
firm action by the school administration,
which may lead to withdrawal from the
Admission Withdrawal Register.

FACILITIES
LIBRARY
It is our aim to encourage our students to inoculate the habit of reading
and gaining the confidence as orators. In this regard SPS provides their
students a well-equipped library with the rich collection of resources
that includes book, newspapers and periodicals. These range from
general reference material to specialized information. The reference
section includes encyclopedias, biographical dictionaries, atlas,
handbook and directories.

LABORATORY

SPS has well-equipped laboratory that gives every child space and
equipment to conduct experiments and understand their syllabus
better.
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COMPUTER LAB
It has become imperative that computer education periods be inbuilt
into the weekly timetables. The school has been investing in state - of the - art computer lab for students. We ensure that the number of
computers is enhanced periodically. The students get their fair share of
computer time since we make certain that only two students get to
work at terminal.

PLAYGROUND
&
SPORTS
SPS playground is large enough and has been designed in such a
manner that children play and talent can come to full expression.
At SPS, students get opportunities to participate in the sports activities.
They compete within their Houses, which cultivate the healthy spirit of
competition and sportsmanship.
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CO-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
It is our aim to encourage our students to inoculate the habit of reading
and gaining the confidence as orators. In this regard SPS provides their
students a well-equipped library with the rich collection of resources
that includes book, newspapers and periodicals. These range from
general reference material to specialized information. The reference
section includes encyclopedias, biographical dictionaries, atlas,
handbook and directories.

RECREATIONAL AND
INFORMATIVE TRIPS

SPS arranges one day trip for students and staff which provides the
opportunity to the students to build closer bonds with their classmates,
experience new environments and enjoy a day away from classrooms.
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We help children
discover new lessons and
amazing adventures
CONTACT US

91 9354207100
Main Road Goyla Dairy Qutub Vihar
PH I New Delhi 110071
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